
SZSN Signs Contract For Exclusive Distribution!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.24 UP 4.35%

SZSN continues to expand its distribution network. Contracts signed with 
Qindao Seed Distribution to supply exclusively SZSN’s seeds types. 
Volume is up and price is climbing. Get on SZSN Thursday morning!



But how many people know all about asymmetric systems?
Following the appointment of a new CEO, Sears put great effort into building a c
ustomer and people focused business.
You could easily claim that all great managers, certainly all important entrepre
neurs, are mavericks, rule-breakers who disregard the herd and obey their own hu
nches and heart.
No time for continuous improvement   Visible and competent leadership of change.

Hence the title of this paper: most of what HR spends it time doing has little o
r no impact on the performance of the business.
HR is less functionally oriented, operating more as business partners and consul
tants in the organisation.
While Rome burns, many Neros are fiddling - in the original, not the Enron sense
.
No part of this site may be reproduced in any form without the prior written per
mission of Extensor Limited.
However, it would be complacent in the extreme to assume that, because this has 
been the pattern in the past that it will continue to be so in the future.
HR is less functionally oriented, operating more as business partners and consul
tants in the organisation.
Redrawing the boundaries means preparing managers for working in an environment 
of fewer rules and no instant crutch from HR.
They know that recruiting people that can make a difference and, more importantl
y, hanging on to them, is essential to continued success.
Focus managers on business strategy.
Individuals are assigned mentors and work on several assignments to learn about 
HR and the business.
Without these skills, dynamic adaptive enterprises are not possible.
Each organisation has its own unique culture and many businesses are conscious o
f this culture, which may be based on a sense of community or another fundamenta
l driving force.
Typically, Interims are in their forties or fifty-plus and are committed to an i
ndependent career.
Each of those people, however, would have claimed that as a senior executive she
 looked at consequences all the time.
With the amount of activity including a major merger with Carlton, we needed con
siderably more than a ’stop gap’ solution.



There is a need to learn the formal skills of lateral thinking which make creati
vity available to all.
Their confidence will build and sooner or later there will be a creative organis
ation.
But rather than learning from their success, I fear that our arrogance is causin
g us to ignore it.
Skills and knowledge are not enough; courage, trust and integrity are essential 
in a HR business partner.
They know from before that new ideas are possible.
Be bold and ruthless.
Redraw the boundaries  How much of what HR does is really the work of HR?
It is another attempt to view people as manageable chattels at the whim and disp
osal of the company that pays them for their labour.
But rather than learning from their success, I fear that our arrogance is causin
g us to ignore it.
It does not have to be this way, though.
Note that all of these pieces of research make the connection between financial 
performance and people management practices.
Why is it that one never sleeps well from Sunday to Monday?
Reality often falls short.
There is no simple path to regaining relevance, but here are a few actions that 
will set you on the right path.
While these might exist as intentions, they are not always used by thinkers.
Be bold and ruthless.
As a result, the little people come to rely upon the cheese being in the same pl
ace.
How does your organisation rate against the five criteria?
Analysis of their collected data shows the importance of having a workforce that
 is engaged.
Recruitment, development, discipline, motivation and management are all tasks of
 line managers.
Sourcing your Interim  Interim Executives are an elite group, a rare breed.
If this pattern were to change, the indicative signs would probably initially be
 a shortening of this cycle, with products moving from inception to offshore pro
duction much faster.
Changes relating to the merger were managed effectively and on going development
 and mentoring of the HR team continued.
It does not have to be this way, though.
So they usually have more information to work with.
Or, more to the point, what do people intend it to mean?
In their vain attempt to position themselves at the heart of the organisation, t
hose who peddle this nonsense do nothing but show they have no heart.
The vast majority recognise the vital importance of people.
In the case of reinventing HR, this begins with recognising the real role and re
moving existing activities that add nothing to the performance of the business.
So what has HR been doing?
These would perhaps include considering all factors, generating alternatives, li
stening to others, defining the objective.
Does your leadership.
HR is less functionally oriented, operating more as business partners and consul
tants in the organisation.
Typically, Interims are in their forties or fifty-plus and are committed to an i
ndependent career.
These aspects each have a spectrum of degree.
Confidence is a key factor in creative effort.
Why should an airline pose as a catering company when outsiders want the busines
s - firms whose concentrated skills ostensibly provide better quality for lower 
costs?
If everything is OK, who needs creativity?
So what has HR been doing?



Benefits  An Interim can be in place within days as opposed to weeks, which is e
ssential when time constraints are paramount.
The wisdom of buying in services from outside suppliers may seem sound.
Choose solutions based purely on merit?
At Dynamic Technologies, we have been carrying out a research programme to devel
op practical guidelines for project managers in recognising and dealing with cor
porate cultures.
If something adds no value and is not required by law, why do it?
To business and financial skills, HR people need to add an understanding of psyc
hology, leadership and change.
A major change was required to bring the organisation closer to its target custo
mer segments, this included a significant number of people changing jobs.
In the role-playing, the Tops failed to relate to the other two tiers, and the M
iddles failed to relate to their subordinates.
When we started our research, we thought that the Traditional model was "Bad" an
d that the Standard model was "Good", as that seems to be the published wisdom.
HR in many companies fails to break out of this administrative focus because it 
does not know how to remove the administrative workload.
Like any significant change, it is important to recognise that not everybody wil
l make it.
Note that all of these pieces of research make the connection between financial 
performance and people management practices.
When we started our research, we thought that the Traditional model was "Bad" an
d that the Standard model was "Good", as that seems to be the published wisdom.
This cannot be described as effective thinking.
That it has always been done, or that every other company does it is not reason 
enough.
Individuals are assigned mentors and work on several assignments to learn about 
HR and the business.
It is also imperative to learn how you can be creative.
David has worked across Europe, the US and the Far East.
They lack criteria to inform their choices.
For instance, does your business.
Sometimes the correct information is a substitute for thinking.
It is not well enough informed with real-time information.
As a result, HR is seen as irrelevant.
The starting point is arbitrary perception.
The starting point was to establish a new mission for HR.
Where you are moving the business through a major change and time is of the esse
nce, this can provide you with a vital edge.
Remarkable recovery and revitalised growth soon followed.
Which practices and policies constrain performance?
What is corporate culture?
What is corporate culture?
Re-skill the team  This shift from administration to enabling performance also n
eeds a significant shift in skills for HR.
About the author Edward de Bono is the world’s leading authority in the field of
 creative thinking and the teaching of thinking as a skill.
The point is that we can all too easily be seduced into believing that tomorrow 
will be just like today and not notice that the world is changing around us.
The maverick qualities of nonconformity, imagination, independence, belligerence
 and divine dissatisfaction with the status quo are prerequisites.
Back to Book Reviews    To receive details of all new articles, interviews and b
ook reviews, subscribe to our monthly newsletter here.
But Haw and Hem, being more intelligent, have learned where the cheese is locate
d and so can be more relaxed as they saunter into the maze each day.
Soundbite: Got that Monday morning feeling?
But how many people know all about asymmetric systems?
Pay management for value-creating performance.
Recruitment, development, discipline, motivation and management are all tasks of



 line managers.
In the case of reinventing HR, this begins with recognising the real role and re
moving existing activities that add nothing to the performance of the business.
Administration is a necessary part of the functioning of any organisation but it
 should always be a minor part.
Be bold and ruthless.
If you want to succeed, stick to the Five Elements.
This is not such a problem if project managers are long-term employees, but the 
use of external project managers is spiralling up, and there is no time for them
 to learn the culture by immersion.
The maverick traits of magnates explains their success in one obvious way: by no
t following the crowd, they follow the money.
These aspects each have a spectrum of degree.
However, knowing that was just the start.
Typically, Interims are in their forties or fifty-plus and are committed to an i
ndependent career.
So what does it mean?
Research into the financial performance of companies that have gained the Invest
or in People award show superior performance.
None of these makers and shakers could ever be described as conformist.
Being relevant is not the same as being popular.
So what has HR been doing?
How does good management and leadership affect the financial performance of the 
business?
Those with a history of successful creative ideas are much more willing to make 
an effort creatively.
Remarkable recovery and revitalised growth soon followed.
This view could be determined by personal experience, emotions and perhaps preju
dice.
They lack criteria to inform their choices.
Never in the history of business have people been more important.
The vast majority recognise the vital importance of people.
Intelligent people are able to comprehend and absorb information more easily.
Note that all of these pieces of research make the connection between financial 
performance and people management practices.
Outsourcing provides a perfect, not to say chilling example.
Choose solutions based purely on merit?
Sell the case Financial performance is the primary measure of performance of a b
usiness; it always has been and I see nothing that is going to change that in th
e future.
Striving to have ideas is the most important factor.
There is a further problem: all valuable creative ideas must always be logical i
n hindsight - otherwise they would have no value.
The five-YES company obviously has big advantages in a hotly competitive world i
n which mavericks hold the winning hand.
Defence of a point of view is not enough, no matter how brilliant the argument m
ight be.
How do you build up confidence when school does not encourage creativity, and th
e workplace does not expect it?
But why do we continue to use terms for managing people that are derogatory and 
picture people as things that organisations exploit?
Each pod supports the operating units in a particular geographic area.
In addition Interims must be immediately credible and successful in adding value
 quickly and effectively.
Never in the history of business have people been more important.
As a young man or woman, you might take six months to settle into a permanent po
sition.
But rather than learning from their success, I fear that our arrogance is causin
g us to ignore it.
He has previously held senior project management posts in ICL, Ferranti, PA Cons



ulting and Centrica.
If we think of creativity as a given talent, which some people have and others d
o not have, then we just look for creative people.
About the author Edward de Bono is the world’s leading authority in the field of
 creative thinking and the teaching of thinking as a skill.
Unable to turn to policies, people have to think and make decisions based on val
ues and context.
Where you are moving the business through a major change and time is of the esse
nce, this can provide you with a vital edge.
One of the criticisms often levelled at HR is that fail to take a stance and lac
ks imagination in developing solutions.
Without these skills, dynamic adaptive enterprises are not possible.
Remarkable recovery and revitalised growth soon followed.
They become confident that the way the world is, is the way it will always be.
This is one of the advantages of Interims.
com explains why intelligent people are not always better thinkers.
The greater threat however is the risk of being viewed irrelevant to the success
 of the business.
The HR headcount was reduced significantly as a result of the reengineered proce
sses.
The answer, it seems, lies in the plethora of other targets that businesses crea
te for their managers.
My recent experience of working with senior management teams and their HR counte
rparts suggest that the question is very much to the fore of managers concerns.
But that is no excuse for recognising the vital role that money plays in a busin
ess.
Confidence is a key factor in creative effort.
Analysis of their collected data shows the importance of having a workforce that
 is engaged.
For example, an intelligent person may take up a view on a subject.
There is a further problem: all valuable creative ideas must always be logical i
n hindsight - otherwise they would have no value.
The difference is that BAS are an Indian company.
You might assume this statement to be true, because that is part of our definiti
on of intelligence.
In the role-playing, the Tops failed to relate to the other two tiers, and the M
iddles failed to relate to their subordinates.
This is absolutely untrue in an asymmetric patterning system like the human brai
n.
How do they differ from management consultants?
Reality often falls short.
As a result, HR is seen as irrelevant.
The greater threat however is the risk of being viewed irrelevant to the success
 of the business.
A task is given a definition and then undertaken.
But in reality, the best maverick managers point the way forward.
The wisdom of buying in services from outside suppliers may seem sound.
HR managers step into these tasks, afraid that managers might do the wrong thing
s, and in doing so, disenfranchise managers and block their learning.
Managing people is a noble profession because people are the essence of any orga
nisation.
They become confident that the way the world is, is the way it will always be.
Following the appointment of a new CEO, Sears put great effort into building a c
ustomer and people focused business.
Internally, there may not be anybody suitable or available to take up the challe
nge.
HR is often the greatest creator of bureaucracy in the organisation.
Extensor - Article: What comes first, action or strategy?
About the author Andrew Wright is Services Director of Dynamic Technologies Ltd.



com suggests that all managers need to grasp the value of the ’maverick’ .
But as the pace of change accelerates, the quantity of decisions and the speed a
t which decisions need to be taken causes the process to become overloaded and f
ail.
com suggests that all managers need to grasp the value of the ’maverick’ .
This comment prompted me to consider where we in the West look for new ideas and
 new thinking.
The starting point is arbitrary perception.
The wisdom of buying in services from outside suppliers may seem sound.
I can recall one or two people from Western Europe but no one from countries suc
h as India or China.
Using the Nike story as a management model is hazardous, however.
Whilst trust cannot be taught, it can be explored.
I have asked this question of many HR Directors recently, and, in a number of co
mpanies, backed that up with detailed research into what HR people actually do.
Confidence gradually turns into complacency and they do not notice when the pile
 of cheese is gradually getting older and smaller, until one day the cheese is g
one.
The maverick traits of magnates explains their success in one obvious way: by no
t following the crowd, they follow the money.
A task is given a definition and then undertaken.
Confidence gradually turns into complacency and they do not notice when the pile
 of cheese is gradually getting older and smaller, until one day the cheese is g
one.
Confidence gradually turns into complacency and they do not notice when the pile
 of cheese is gradually getting older and smaller, until one day the cheese is g
one.
We are learning that success requires, above all else, excellence in managing pe
ople; more so than managing other resources, including capital.
Knight goes on to ask the question, why is it that since value management is the
 single reason why businesses exist, value management is not always understood?
The maverick qualities of nonconformity, imagination, independence, belligerence
 and divine dissatisfaction with the status quo are prerequisites.
While Rome burns, many Neros are fiddling - in the original, not the Enron sense
.
Corporate culture applies subtle pressures, and any individual responds to these
 pressures by using tactics that benefit their own interests.
These are all questions that have a direct effect on business performance.
Attitudes and intentions can be weak.
Why is it that one never sleeps well from Sunday to Monday?
But why do we continue to use terms for managing people that are derogatory and 
picture people as things that organisations exploit?
Poor cultures result in conflicts between the individual and the business, adver
sely affecting any business change activity.
The starting point is arbitrary perception.
If something adds no value and is not required by law, why do it?
Why is it that one never sleeps well from Sunday to Monday?
Challenge the Process?
Skills and knowledge are not enough; courage, trust and integrity are essential 
in a HR business partner.
Without them a great deal of great companies and industries could not exist.
He is a popular speaker around the world, has had many articles published and is
 an author and contributor to several books.
The goal for HR was to redesign the HR systems and practices to help achieve the
 business improvement plan.
Choose solutions based purely on merit?
Clearly these countries are getting something right.
Moreover, since the concept of value and strategic alignment is applicable in an
y organisation, I would suggest that the book should appeal to an extremely wide
 readership.



When the reality hits home, it may be too late to save the business.
Motivation for Creativity  Why should anyone seek to be creative?
In a good culture, their interests and the interests of the business will be clo
sely aligned, leading to a win-win situation.
We have since used Interim Executives on two further occasions.
This view could be determined by personal experience, emotions and perhaps preju
dice.
Put creativity above efficiency?


